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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
'. ·.>_; .!_ J.1_i .. : .• '-· ... -
•·: ):,et_-;X( }J~: a .cqmpaqt _Hausdorff space, let µ be a . --
regula~,norme~ B~rel.me~sure.on X, and let _C(X) be the~ 
Bariach '. spaee:- Cynqe~ pn;~o:rm ,norm 11 f 11 == x$i~ I f ( X ), I ') of 
all_complex~valued-oontinuous.functions f,oi;i:X, Identify-
. . ·- . ..· .. . . . ... ' . -. " . 
ing measure and corresponding integral on C(X) we shall 
use the notation µ(f) ==.f. f(x)dµ (x). A.familyd = 
X 
= ·{ (x )"" >: cr' e S} of sequences in X is called a 
a, n n=1 __ 
. . ~ , : 
family of ~q~i~ ~ -uni~ci~~ly distributed sequences (in 
German: II gleichm&ssig J -gleichverteil t") if for every 
f e C(X) -ahd. for_- every real number c: > 0 there exists an 
integer N(f, £), independent of a, such that 
( 1) 
N 
1 
n==1 
f ( X ) - µ ( f;) I 
a,n 
< 
= £ 
> for all N == N(f,£) 
and for all a C S ( Hlawka [ 9 J ) . 
The question arise3 as to the possible size of such 
a family 7{, both from the topological and from the measure-
theoretic point of view {section 4). This question may be 
modified by restri6ting attention to sequences of a special 
type only such as the tail sequences of a given µ -uniform-
ly distributed sequence (section 5,6) or the ·sequen'ces 
formed by the successive power~ of a generator in a compact 
monothetic group (section 2 ~ 3) :1 ·rn ~11 of · the~e modifi~ 
cations, a common feature of the answers to the above 
questions ic -r;he following': ~4ch a family -;,r- will in general 
be in some (topological) sense nowhere dense, it may be 
enlarged to one ~hich is in some (toijological)_ sense closed 
and if the set of all sequences in question in some natural 
sense ~s giv~n the mea2ure 1, then]? may have measure 
abitrary cl9se,to 1: 
~efore taking up_the subject .in.detail we mention two 
facts which we shall have to use. First, in. order to show 
. . i ' :· , • f. . .. . .- / . '· _: . . 
thf3,t _ th~ sequ~nc'es ,of ·:a certain family ;r1are !=qui- µ -
• ... J° • • • 
2 
uniformly distributed it QbY:tC>.\l_S],y _$qffices .. tci. establish 
(1) for the function~ f of~ fixed set F c C(X) having 
' .. ~ _:~ 7 
the p~operty that finite linear.combinations of elements 
of _F-.qre .~n:tf?rmi; dense 'in C(X) ([9] § 2, [ 11] Sat_z 4):. _ 
Tl?:is ,fact ,will . in :the following be referred to. as Weyl I s-~.· 
cri ter~pn .. ; : . 
. . - . . \ 
SecQ.!'}dly we note that,(in-.the de~inition given above., 
·1 . ·- . -- ' . . . 
C(X) may be replaced by the set of all real-valued Borel 
measurable functiori~ f on X having the following property: 
for ev~ry n > 0 there exist real-valued continuous 
functi,ons f 1,f2 such-that f 1ir<f2 and µ (f2-r 1 ) ~ n • 
Indeed, we then hav~ 
1 N 1 N 1 f1(xo n) lJ(f 1) < I f1(xo n) N - - n = N -p=1 , n=1 , 
1 N 1 N 
- lJ (f2) < I f(x n) ..: µ ( f) < I f2(x o ,n) = N N 
n=1 0 , n=1 
and therefore• 
(2) 1 N I - I f( X ) ..;. µ ( f) I ~ 
N n=1 o, n 
N 
< max {I J, }: f 1 ( x O , n) - µ ( f 1 ) I , n=1 
N 
. 11 
n= 
Since n is arbitrary it is indeed possible to choose 
N(f, E) so large that for all N~N(f, E) the right. hand 
mer_nl)er is: smaller than a given E > 0, uniformly in o . 
-
_Asa consequence, tr d,.= {(x o,n\7=1 :o e S} is a 
family Qf. equi- µ -'-·\rniformly distributed sequences, ( 1) 
3 
will hold for any complex-valued (Borel measurable) 
function f whose discontinuities are contained in a closed 
,µ,--'z'ero''-Set,>in particularJ for every characteristic 
function- ·• :XA trf a; subset A of X whose boundary has µ -
measure -zerd arid for the product of X A with any function 
f€C(X).· 
·: A case· of: particular interest, already mentioned., is 
the'· set .of· sequen·ces ( an )~=1 'if ·X is a compact monothetic 
group and if' a runs through· the generators of X. Here_, 
because of the one-to~one co~respondence between 
generators and sequences, the· answers to- the questions 
referred to above may be given by statements about sets 
of generators of X. Since it is both instructive and 
convenient; for our later considerations, we shall first 
deal with the special case of uniform distribution mod 1 
before passing on to more general situations. 
Some of the .~esults of sections 2 and 3 have been 
announced by th~ authors in a talk given in October 1963 
in the colloquium on uniform distribution at the Mathe-
matical Center in Amsterdam. 
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2. •· U~:if,orm distribution mod 1 
Let X be the additive group of reals mod 1 and letµ 
be ordinary 'Lebesgue measure on (o, 1 [. It is well known 
that 1the sequence (na )~=1 is ( µ .,. )uniformly distributed 
mod 1 iff a is irrational. Taking in Weyl 1 s criterion 
· , . 2 1r ikx ( . )·. for ·F ·the· set of functions fk(x) = e . k an integer 
we ffild that ne'cessary and sufficient .for the sequences 
(x a,~)~=1 (a E S) to be equi-uniforml~ distributed mod 
1 is the existence, for every integer k=1 and for every 
real number E > O, of an tnteger N( k, E ) , independent of 
cr ,·such that 
(3) 1 N I 
n=1 
2 1r ikx O n e ,·. for all N~N( k, E ) 
and for all cr E S. In what follows we shall denote by [a] 
the greatest integer in a and by a= a- [aj the residue 
of a mod 1. This should not cause confusion with the 
further use·of brackets when replacing parentheses or 
signalling oren or close intervals. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a set of irrational numbers such that 
the sequeDces (na)~=1 (a EA) are equi-unifor1l1ly distri-
buted mod 1. Then the et of residues mod 1, A = {a: a e A} 
is nowhere dense in [o, 1 [ . 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then we can find an integer 
k;1 such that the set kA is dense in [0,1 [(mod 1). Given 
any integer N~1 and any real number 6 ( 0 < o < 1) we can 
6 
therefore find a number a G A such that kae [o, N [(mod 1) 
and, a forceriori, ::1ka e· [o, 6[ for 1~n;N. Thus, for these 
n, if 6 has been chosen small enough, e 2 n inka is close 
I 1 ~T 2 n inka I . . . to 1 and so is N l e , in contradiction to 
n=1 ( 3). 
Corollc1.ry~_h Let a be irrational. Then the sequences 
(nma);='l (m=1,2, ... ) are not equi-uniformly distributed 
mod 1. 
Corollary 1. 2. The far.1il:r of all sequences ( na )~= 1 ,, 
(a irr~~J;~11.11~):i~_s;.._~.°.~: tri_e_ union of countably many families 
of mod 1 equi-uniformly distributed sequences . 
. :.,;:_·... . .... · .. ' .. h· . A 
Corollary 1.3. Let A and A be as in theq:rem 1.,T]Jen A ha!:! 
, ·,' • . '.. ~ ...... ~.1._ :. • .• •,· . : • • i : . · . ..t ; 
outer Lebesgue measµre smaller than 1 . 
• -••• i ··, •. :·, •. :: .... __ .• : ' • 
Theorem 2. Let 6( 0 i < _6_ <1) be gi veq. Then there exists a 
closed nowhe.re d.ense ~e-t A .of irrational number$ in [o, 1 [ 
s~ch t·ha. t µ(A), ~ 1- 6. :: a~d s~cl} that. the seque~cies, - . 
(~a)~=1 -(i1 ~,i A) are:equi-~~iio~mly dis_tributec(m9d '1~ 
Proof. Fo3; evf;rY integer k=1 11Je .choose a real n'?-mber ck> 0 
in such a -~ai that 
Let Ak = { x e: [ 0, 1 [ : I P2 Tr_ ikx _ n, l > } - = cl 
. . { 
0:, 
A= n Ak. Then A is closed, consists of 
k=1 00 
numbers orilj, and we haie µ(A)> 1 - I 
k=1 
Furthermore, r·or any k 1 _and for any a i A 
and let 
irrational 
6 6 
2k = 1 -
we have 
N 2 . 1 1 2 '!T iNka 1 I e n l nKa I = N I e - I < 
n= 1 e2nika _1 = 
2 
Ne • 
k 
T~us., by _ _yJeyl 1 s criterion, the sequences (na)~=1- (a e: A) 
aie equi-uni~ormly distributed mod 1 and A is nowhere 
dense by theorem 1. 
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,; , ) . . Un:if'Qrm distributio'n· in compact monothetic group,s 
Let X b~ ·a compact group which; as- a topologi'.c.al .. 
:: '.space, i'~ Hausdorff, and let µ be normed Haar me·asure on 
X. The group X is called monothetic if: there is __ at least 
.. one:· 'elemen·t a e X_ ( calle_ci "generator") such that the 
~eqberice (an)~=1 is everywhere dense in X (van Dantzig ~] 
cf. [3] /" [8] I:i: § 9). As a consequence, a compact morio-
thetic group is abelia1~. If a is a generator ( and only 'in 
this,. case), th~ sequence ( an )~= 1 is µ -uniformly distri-
buted [2 J . If (xn );=1 is an:· µ -uniformly distributed 
sequence in X, then the sequences (7 y)(y e X) are equi-
. n 
µ -uniformly distributed [9] . We denote by A the closure 
of a subset A of X. In the rest of this section, we shall 
omit explicit reference to Haar measureµ in statements 
concerning uniform distribution. 
Theorem 3. Le.t A be a set of genera tors of X such that the 
sequences (an);=1 (a e A) are equi-uniformly distributed. 
Then also the s0quences (an)~=1 (as A) are equi-uniform-
ly distributed. 
Proof. Lef· f e C(X) and e: > 0 be given. Suppose we have 
1 N (4) I f(g_n) )1 ( f) < for all N~N(f, e: ) - == e: lJ 
n=1 
and for all a CA. Then, since f(xn) is a continuous 
function of ~r for ever~r n, ( )L ) a.J. so holds for all a£ A. J. 
We ncte L1at theorer:1 "' yields another proof of :J 
theorem 1 w~ich ~~Y ~c reg~rded as a corollary of theorem 
3. Indeed, ~f A s~tisfies the hypotheses of theorem 1 and 
if A contained an op2n interval, then A would have to 
contain rational numbers which certainly are no generators. 
We may generalize the statsment of theorem 1 in the 
following form: 
Theorem 4. Let X be not totally disconnected and let A be 
n) co a set of generators of X such that the sequences (a n= 1 
(a r,:: A) are cqul-uniformly distributed. Then A is nowhere 
7 
dense. 
Proof.,, By Pontrjagin' s duality theorem ( [16] theorem 46, 
I··• .•. •· . , . . . 
'[8J theorem 24 .. 26) there e·xists a continuo.us cha.racter d 
oi X ~uch th~t d(XY = { d(x) :x E x} is the ep~ir~ circl.e. 
. . ·-, '' ·. 
group T. By theorem 3, without loss of gene~?,l;ity we may 
assume A to be closed. If A contained an open s_ul?s.et of X 
the d(A) would have to contain an open interval in. T s~n_ce 
.. 
dis an open mapping on X onto T. On the other hand, since 
dis a continuous homomorphism, d(A) would have to consist 
of generators of T only, a contradictio~. 
Corollary .4.1. Suppose that Xis connect'edand a is a 
generator of, X. Then the seque~ces ((am)n)~=1 (m=1,2, ... ) 
are uniformly distributed but not equi-uniformly distrT.:.::· 
buted. 
Proof. Since Xis connected iff its dual group is torsion-
free ( [ 16 J theorem 46, [ 8 J theorem 24. 25) ,. we have d( am) = 
m . . , . .. . 
= d (a) I 1 for every non-trivial character d of X and 
for ever~ integer m~1. Thus, a~ is a generator of X ([8] 
theorem 25. 11). The second assert.ion follows from tpeorem 
4 since the sequence ( am);=1 is everyw:here · dense in' X •. 
We note that, by theorem 4, the second assertion of 
Corollary 4.1 even holds if Xis not totally disconnected, 
but in this case am need not any 1more be a gene:rator fc;>./: 
> . · .. 
every m=2. For convenience of notation we shall. denot1 th~ 
set of all generators of X by G. 
Corolla~y 4~2. Suppose that Xis connected and s~tisfies 
the second axiom of countability. Then the farni+Y of all 
' . . . n °" . . . 
sequences (a )n=1 (a E G) is not the union of countably 
many families of equi-uniformly distributed sequences. 
. . 
Proof. Under the stated hypothese, G is a set of first 
category ir1 X ( [3 ], cf. [8] 25. 27). 
Corollary 4.3. Let X and A be as in theorem 4. Then 
µ (A) < 1. 
Proof. If µ.(A) = 1, then A would have to be. ~verywhe.re 
dense in X since every open s0t has.positive.Haar measure. 
8 
.. :If ?C Js to~a~ly disconnected, the assertion of· theorem 
4 m~r.fa~} ~o hold. In fact, the sequences (an)~=1 (a E G) 
will pe equi-uniformly ~istributed (see theorem 5 below) 
... · .... '. .,•; ' ·; ·. •, .. ' . 
an9- __ G may. be open (see example following corollary 5.1 
·-·, . '•.· .· .... 
pe.:).,aw) .. :Cn. o~ci~r to show this we first establish an 
~µxj.liar;result. We note.that, in the absence of the 
. . : . . ! ' 
_second axiom of countability, Zorn I s lemma is used in the 
-~ . ~ 
. pr_opf • 
. ·,' -; ! ·: 
Lemma 1. Let d be a continuous character of X having the 
prop~rty that d(X) = T. Th~n, for every irrational number 
• 0 • ( ) 2 1T ia. 
, a there exists a generator a £ G such that d a = e . 
Proof.Let :0 = {dA: A e A} be a complete system.of different 
continuous characters of X, let d
0 
be the trivial character 
(d0 ~ 1)! ~nd let d 1 = d. Since Xis monothetic ~he~e is 
__ at least one generator b E G. Suppose d 11. ( b) = e .,r i '\ 
(P
O
= 1). By assumption (d 1(X)=T), S 1 is irrational. Let 
T_· A ·;be the topological direct product TA = n T.,. ( T, = T 
.. . ~£A A. A A 
fqr all 11. £ A ) . It is well known that the mapping cp :x -i- x= 
= (d 11. (x)) 11.E.A e TA ~s a topological isomorphis~ of X on-
to a closed subgroup X = q,(X) of TA . In fact, X is the 
closure (with respect to the product topology in T. ) of 
. •n. . . A 
the sequence (b );=1 c TA. (The notation is chosen for 
technical reasons and should not be confused with the 
notation for residues mod 1 in section 2). 
We now choose a maximal system of exponents SA, 
~inearly independent over the field of rational numbers 
and i_ncluding s 0 =1 and· (31 . We .denote by D
1 = { d A 1 : 11. € A1 } 
the corres~onding subsystem of D. We now define an element 
a of TA in the following way: first we choose a~bitr~rily 
a set of real numbers a>- 1 (i\ 1 £ A'), linearly in-
dependent ov:er the field of rational numbers and including 
a O =1 and ·a 1= a ( this may even be done by changing, at -~ 
most two of the numbers SA 1 ) • Then we define a.A for ·· 
11. £ A\ A' by wri tirig ~A as _·a finite linear combina tio·l'l·~of 
SA, 1 s with rational coefficients and replacing every SA, 
9 
2 'IT ia A ) by a A 1 • Now we put ~ = ( e A E. A E. T A . 
If UI~-.: A' ... ·' . c-'),,·=-..,{"x..-(e2'IT i~A) ,._ T 1-;=!' 1' 00 •,·";m'"" ·-· ·. ~ . ·•' AE.A"" A 
le
2 
'IT,ls).k:.e2 'IT}_?'Ak·I <e:, ~=1, ... ,m} is an arbitrary 
neJ.g;~bourho?d 9f. a J.n .TA , ~hen yre, can find an i~teg~r n 
(not.necessarily ?PsJtive),su~h that bn ~ u(a; A1 , ... ,Am;e:). 
Indee?, because of our cons.tryctton of aA, for any lattice 
m 
point (hA )~=1, the· CDngruence I hA f3 ;\, = O (mod 1) k k=1 k k. 
implies I h A aA = 0 (mod 1). 
k=1 · : k k 
Thus, by Kronecker's theorem ([12] VII§ 2) the .simultane-
ous inequalities 
I n f3 A - a A I < n ( mod 1) 
k k 
have a common integral solution·n for 
~ = n ( e:). Thu·s a belongs to · the group 
( k=1, ... ,m) 
any choice of 
,. 
X and therefore 
there exists an element a·,;. x· such that a = <p(a). 
By our construction aA will be an integer if and only 
if~ is an integer. Since b was a generator of X, this is 
the case if and only if A =0. Thus, d (a) I= 1 · for all 
. . . . A . 
A I= 0 and a is a generator of X ( [8] theorem 25.11). 
Theorem 5. The sequences (an)~=1 (a~ G) are equi-uniform-
ly distributed if and only if Xis tot~lly di~connected. 
Proof. We apply Weyl 1 s criterion, taking in place of Fa 
complete system D of different continuous characters of X. 
If Xis totally disconnected, then d(X) is finite for 
every d & D~ For every a 6 G and for every non-trivial 
character d E. D, we therefore have I d( a) :-1 I ~ c d > 0, 
where cd only depends on d. Thus, for every non-trivial 
character d, we o,btain 
(5) 1 N I N I d( an) I = 
n=1 
1 I d{aN+1 )-d(a) 
= N d(a)-1 
< 2 < 
Ne, e: for all N > 
2 
' 
~, 
10 
and for all a~ G. 
If Xis n:ot ·totally disconnected, then there is a 
charactep d 1:;. D suoh .that d(.X): = T. If the sequences 
(an)~=1 {c;i, &G) were equi-uniformly distributed, then, by 
theorem 3, we woul.d have G = G. In consequence, by iemma 
1, we would ·have 1(a)· = T. This, however, is impossible 
. 21Tia · 
since e is not a genera tor of T for rational a . 
Corollary 5.1. G is,,clo.sed if and only if X is totally 
.. t"! . 
disconnected. 
Proof. If X is tot<;llly diF3connec_ted, the assertion follows 
frcm theorem 5 and theorem 3. If Xis not totally dis-
connected, .the same reasoning applies as in the second 
part of the proof of theorem 5. 
Corollary 5.1 may.of course also be proved without 
any reference to equi-uniformly distributed sequences~ As 
a consequence of lemma 1, G can cer.tainly not be open 
unless Xis totally disconnected. If, however, this is the 
case, then G may well be,open as already demonstrated by 
any finite group with the discrete topology. Below we shall. 
exhibit a compact totally disconnected monothetic group X 
containing infinitely many elemen:ts and having an open set 
of genera-tors. This, in connection with theorem 5, shows 
that we cannot omit the hypothesis of X not being totally 1 
disconnected in theorem 4. 
Let T be the topological direct product of count-
co 
ably many copies of T. Let a €. T be defined by 
. -k co 
a = ( e2 1T 1.2 r and define X to be the closure of the k=1 
sequence (an)~=1 in T 00 • Then Xis a compact monothetic 
. -k 
group. Consider an element b = (e2 1Tlbk· 2 )~=1 ~ X 
(bk integers, 1~bk~2k) with the properti that b 1=1. Since 
b may be approximated arbitrarily close by elements of the 
form an(n~1), for every given m~1 the system of simultane-
ous congruences 
-111 
-n E-. b .· (mod 2k) 
.,•- ... - k ( k= 1, ..• , m) 
has a '~o'l'ut-io'n n > O' which has to be an odd integer. There-
fore, there exists an integer n' > 0 such that 
1 = n I bk (~od, 2k) ( k:=1, ... ,m) 
and a may be approximatid-~rbitrarily closely by elements 
n• 
of the form b . Thus, bis a generatorandwe have 
. -k 
G ={ b=(e2 1ribk· 2 )°° : b 1=1}. This set G, however, is . k=1 
obviou$1Y an open subset of X of Haar measure~-
Tl'le following theorem establishes a generalization 
' I, .. • 
of theorem 2 whiqh we, howeve~, shall use in the proof. 
We note tl1at. if X satisfiee the. second axiom of count-
ability, G is a qf set and thus a Borel set ( [8] 25. 27). 
Theorem 6., Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom of 
. ' 
countapi~ity and let E: (0 < E: <1) be given. Then there is 
'· ; ,¥, 
a closed nowhere dense subset Q of G such that µ ( Q) > µ ( G )-
- E: and such that the sequences (an)~=1 (a~ Q) are equi-
uni,f.ormly distributed. ___ -· _ 
•·-· .... -- --~ -· 
Proof, Let .D = { dk: k=O, 1,2, ... } be a complete .system of 
different continuous characters of X '3:nd let D' be the 
subset of D consisting of.those characters-~ for which 
d(X) = T(D 1 is empty iff Xis totally disconnected). We 
\ . \ 
observe that, A denoting normed Haar measure on T, for 
- ' _. I . ,.. 
every 4 ~ D1 and for every Borel set -B c T, we have ~(B) = 
.:..1 .· ' - ... 
= µ (d (B)). (This may be seen e.g. by defining a Borel 
measure ).. on T by this equation and checking that it has 
all the properties characterizing Haar measure on T). For 
every character dk ~ D1 we may choose by theorem 2 a 
closed subset Ak of T having the property that the sequen-
ces (dk(an));=1 (dk(a) ~ Ak) are equi-A -uniformly dis-E: 
tributed in T and such that A(Ak) > 1 - k. We put 
2 
Q1 = n d~\Ak) if D1 is not empty and Q'l = X if D1 d e. D 1 
is emp~y. Then µ ( Q1 ) > 1 - E: and., putting Q = Q1 "' G, we 
have µ ( Q) > µ ( G) - E: • ,, 
12 
Suppose now that a e Q is chosen arbitrarily and that 
dk ~Dis any non-trivial character. If dk(X) = T, then 
dk(a) e Ak and 
(6) 
. N 
I~ I dk(an) 
n=1 
for all. Ni1.'J( d~~ E ) 
and for all a~ Q. If dk(X) is finite, then dk(a) / 1 since 
a i~,a gener~to~ an4_(6) holds by the re~soning used in 
the proof of (5). Thus, by Weyl 1 s criterion, the sequen-
ces ( an )n:1 ( a E.. Q) · a;~ equi-uniformly distributed in X. 
By. theorem. 3 we n:ay replace Q by its closure which will 
then have the properties a~serted in theorem 6. 
We remark that, while no assumptio~-, of connectedness 
is nece2sary in the hyp6thesis, theorem 6 is interesting 
only in the non-totally disconnected case in view 9f 
theor~m 5. 
·{b6roll~~Y 6~1. Suppose that Xis connected and satisfies 
the second axiom of countability. Then, for every given 
e: ( O < e: < 1) there is a closed nowhere dense subset A of 
X ~u~_h that µ ( A) > 1- e: and such that the sequences--, 
n co (a )~=1 (a~ A) are equi-uniformly distributed. 
Proof. Under the mentioned hypotheses we have µ ( G) = 1 
([3], cf." s· 25.27). An application of theorem 6 completes 
the proof. 
4~-' tJnifOrrn distribution in compact Hausdorff spaces 
;Let. x:'. be any ;om~ac t Hausdorff space and let µ be 
. l . .. .,;· :. . . , ·.. • 1·-
any ,regular normed Borel measure on x. Every_sequence 
00 . . . - ; ' ... ,. 
:t.= (xn)n=1 .c X may be regarde~ as an elemenf of :the 
topological dire_ct product space X00 of c.o'?-ntab1y many 
copies of X. We denote. by Ol the closure of a ~ubset Ol of 
I , ' • - • 
X00 in the pr~duct topology. The theorems stated in the 
previous sections have r.ather close. analoga also_ in the 
present context. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that ?":::;; J. ~' E. X cr E. S} is a 
" <J 00 
family of equi-uniformly distributed sequences. Then so 
is 2". 
Proof: Let f ~ C(X) and e: '> 0 be given. By assumption, we 
. ~_: 
have 
(7) 
N 
· j 1 z: · f ( x 
O 
n) - µ ( f) I ~ e: for all N~N( f, e: ) 
N n=1 ' 
and for all cr 6 S. Let f; = 
of X and define FN( t; ) = J 
cpntinuous function on X 
00 
00 (xn)n=1 be an arbitrary element r f(xn). Then FN is a 
n=1 
. Thus, for f; ~ 8', we conclude 
from {7) that. also 
N d J I f ( xh ) - µ ( f ) I ~ e: for a 11 N £N ( f , e: ) • 
n=1 
This proves the assertion. 
Theorem 8~ Suppose that X.contains at least two points 
and~that ~ is a family of equi-µ -uniformly distributed 
sequ~nces 1 Then dis nowhere .den::;ie in X. 
Pro9f~ Assume the contrary. Because of theorem 7 we may 
assume that cf is closed and therefore contains an. open 
subse.t 1/l of X. If X satisfies the second axiom of coq.nt-
. ' 
ability,- -then,. via Baj,:re I s category· theorem, this contra,;,.. 
diets the we.11 known fact that the set of all µ -uniform- . 
. ~ ,. \ : . ' 
ly distributed sequences in Xis of first category in X~. 
: . . 14 
If ... .X does·. not. sat.isf.y the second:: .axiom of countabil-: 
• • ::;\ ,. ,:~ .: '.. •, •: .•• • -• -• _• •-••-••• ____ )., -•••• .,:,_:_.::: ........ ~-••••• ,,,,., ~--~-•-•••,.w---'•-•-•---~n-•••• -••• •--•• 
i ty we may argue the fol.lowing way:. Without loss of 
.· . . . · .... ,. :,, . ·. <' ··:.' .· .... : . : .. : . (le) 
gene'J:ia.I'i tY we 'may ass'ume' that Vl is of the form Vt. = 1T u , 
where·· u''".'i's ;:k_~·::·~p~n ·s'ub~et o·f X for .all n:S1 and n= 1 n 
,;.,_n. . , •: ,''.·> .. :·· ·. . . . .. ·· 
Un = _x: fo~. all ,n~N 1_. _Let. V __ and W -~e open subsets of X with 
disjoirit 'c-rosures~ Let r· b·e a U.rysohn function on X (i.e. 
··, .. , '.':,. - ' -- . < ,, . <''. - . ' . ·,; .,. __ ,' . 
f ~ CfX:)'ahd O=f(x)=1· for all x E:. X) such that f(x) = 1 
for 1ill x f, ~: and '±{x) '·-=- 0 _for. ~11 x ~ W. Let N~3N 1 be 
giVeri'. Becatise of ou'r assumption 'if' contains sequences 
00 71 00 
n= (Yn)n= 1 ~ . and r; =(zn\1:=1 E.V/, with the following 
properties: yn E-· V for N 1 < h~N and zn ~ W for N 1 < n~N. 
1 N 2 1 ~ 1 
We conclude N n}
1 
f(yn) ~ 3 and N n~1 f(zn) ~ 3. Since 
N was arbitrary, this contradicts our assumption that~-
is a family of equi- µ -uniformly distributed sequences. 
_If X satis~ies the sec9nd axiom of countability, 
\ 
then, as mentioned above, the set of all µ-uniformly 
d\st.tri'quted seq_uences in X :i;s of first category in X 
00 
• 
This could suggest the idea that, in contrast to corollary 
1.2 and 4.2, the set ~fall µ -uniformly distributed 
sequences might well be the coun+-;able union of fami_.lies ·or 
equi- µ -uniformly distributed sequences. A clos~r inspect~ 
ibn, however, shows that this still will not be the case 
; \ ! ,· •!r·; ' --
in gcner~l. Indeed, if Xis a compact 6onne6ted abelian 
group satisfying the second axiom of•countability (and 
a forteriori monothetic, [8] 25. 14) ·. and if µ i~ normed 
Haar measure on X; then the 'se:t of aii , µ ..:.unifo'rml-y-....:d±s·;;_ 
tributed sequences= ih p~rticai~f cont~ins all seqJen~~s 
(an) 00_ 1 (a e. G). This set:, however, cannot'be split into',_: n- . . 
the union of countably many families ·or equi.,_ µ_.-uriiforrrily·--: 
distributed se1uen~es by cbrollary 4.2. ·· 
~:\ ~ . - . 
In order to state an analogon of corollary 4.1· {cf .. 
[7] theorem 2) w~ te6all th~t the shift transformati6h 
Pin X00 is defined by- P(xn)~_1 ~ (yn);= 1., where 
Yn=xn+1 ( 1~n ·<~oo). 
,, 
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Corollary 8.1. Sup·pose that X contains at ieast two points. 
Suppose ,furthermore that s e X
00 
is µ -uniformly distributed 
in X and that, for some subsequence (mk)~= 1 of the posi-
tive int~gers,:the s~quence (pmk1;; );=~ i: dense in some 
open subset of X 
00 
• Then the ~equences P ks ( k=1, 2., ••• ) 
are µ -uniformly distributed but not· equi- µ -uniformly 
distributed. 
Corollary 8.2. Let X and 'l' be as in theorem 8 and suppose 
that X is the support of µ • Then µ
00 
( '1) < 1. 
Proof. Under the mentioned hypothesis, the support ofµ 
- - 00 
is X . If d had µ -n1easure 1, then 'if would coincide with 
00 00 
X ,in contradiction to theorem 8. 
00 
The following theorem and its proof are essentially 
due to E. Hlawka ( [9] § 6) who has stated them for the 
case of a compact group. 
Theorem 9. Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom of 
countability and let o ( O < o < 1) be given. Then there 
exists a closed family cf of equi- µ -uniformly distributed 
sequences such that µ
00 
( o) > 1 - o. 
Proof. In order to be able to apply Weyl 1 s criterion we 
first note that because of the second axioa1 of countability 
there exists a countable set F = { fk: k=1,2, ... } c C(X) 
as described in section 1. Given any k~1 we again define 
00 
Fk,N e C(X 00 ) for s = (xn)n=1 by 
1 N 
F k N( s ) = N l f k( xn) · 
' n=1 
It is a well known consequence of the individual ergodic 
theorem ( [5], [9] § 6., [11]) that 
lim Fk N ( s) = µ(fk) 
N➔ ao , 
for µ -almost all s IE. X . Therefore, by Egoroff 's theore,.1 
00 00 
( [4] ~ 21 A), there exists a Yileasurable subset ef k of X 
00 
of measure µ
00 
( d k) ~ 1 - t such that the functions Fk N 
'? 2 ' converge uniformly on u k for N ➔ 00 • 
00 
'':I:'ak:i.p.g; 76 = A ak we obtain µ00 ( u;) ~ 1 ---- 0 0 Fu:rther-
k=1 > _ . ipqre~ rfor, 1gvevy-:k='1 and fGir every given E > O, we have 
•·- .-- · 1' N ; .' 
I N ,l fk ( xn ) - µ ( f k) I 
n=1 - -
< 
= E for all N~N(fk,E ) 
and for fl,11 ~ = ( xn }~=1 E- ~ = ~ . An application of 
Weyl 1 s criterion leads to the assertion. 
,_ 
-· 
•, 
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5. Almo~t well distributed sequences·· 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and letµ be a 
regular normed Borel measure on X. As in the precee4ing 
section we deriote by P the shift tran.sfor1aation in the i~n-
fini te product space X 00 • A sequence s 6 X 00 is called µ -
well distributed if the sequences Pms (m=1,2, ... ) are 
equi- µ-uniformly distributed (Hlawka'l9], Petersen [15]). 
While under the assumption of the second axioill of count-
ability µ
00 
-almost every sequence is µ -uniforu1ly distri-
buted ( [11]), µ
00
-alrnost no sequ'ence is µ -well distributed 
if µ is not a point-cleasure ([7] corollary 2.1). We shall 
now apply the results of the preceeding section to some 
questions connected with the concept of good distribution. 
Theorem 10. Suppose that the sequence ~ e Xis µ -well 
00 
distributed. Then so is every sequence in the closure of 
the set d = {pms ~=1,2, ... }. 
Proof, By theorem 7, d is a family of equi- µ -uniformly 
distribt1t_~d sequences. If n belongs to f, then so does 
m . 
P n for every m:::?1. 
As an illustration in the Cd.Se of uniform distribution 
mod 1 we note that, if a is irrational and if~- is these-. 
quence (na)~=1 (mod 1), then f is th~ family of ~11 se-
quences (na+b):=1 (mod 1): (b s [ O, 1 [}. . 
We s_hall call a sequence ~ Go X
00
almost µ -well distri-
buted if there existi a~f?finite subsequenc& (mk)~= 1 of_ 
the non-negative integers'~uch that the s~quences 
pmk ~ ( k=1, 2, .. , ) are equi- µ -uniformly distributed. If we 
want to refer to this ·particular subsequence we shall call 
~ almost µ -well distributed (mk)~= 1 . Note that the very 
definition iu1plies that an alwost w -well distrib1Jted se-
quence is µ-unifor1nly distributed, 
Theorem '11. Suppose that s <=- X
00 
is almost µ -well dis-
co . 
tributed (mk)k='l and let h be any positive integer. Then E; 
is also aLilost µ-well distributed (ink +h);=--i· 
10 · 
Proof. For any given f ~.C(X)_ ~n~ for any E > Owe have 
- µ (f) I < = E for all N~N(f,E) 
and Tor all k~1. We conclude 
f(x ) 
n 
- µ (f) I < 
< .1 
mk+N+h mk+h 
= - I f(xn) - I f(xn) I + N 
n=mk +N+1 n=mk +1 
+ 1.1 
mk+N 
I f(xn) - µ ( f) I ~ N 
n=mk+1 
£ 2h 11~11 + E ~ 2 E for all N;max(N(f, E ), 2h llf II ) 
and· for all k~1. 
Corollary 11. 1. Let ~ and h be as in theorew1 11. Then the 
m +m 
sequences P k ~ (Im l~h,. k=1, 2, ... ) are equi-µ-un:;tformly 
distributed. 
Proof. By theorem 11, for ev~ry fixed m, the sequences 
mk+m P ~ ( k=1, 2, ... ) are equi- µ -unifmamly distributed. 
Taking the union of these finitely many families of se-
quences, we again obtain a f dmily of equi- µ -uniformly dis-
tributed sequences. 
Co-rollary 11.2. Suppose that ~ t X is almost µ -well dis-
oo 
tributed (mk);= 1 and that the differences (mk+ 1-mk) are 
bounded~ Then ~ is µ -well distributed. 
Proof. Put m0 =0, let _h = max (mk+1-mk) and apply ~oral~ 
. k=O lary 11. 1. 
If we compare these atatements with the results of the 
previou~, sections, we may regard corollary 11. 1 as some 
sort of analq-gon tn theorem 3·and theorem'7. In fact, it 
asserts that', restricting attention to the subsequence Pm~ 
of a given µ -uniformly distributed sequence ~ , everym 
family of equi- µ -uniformly distributed subsequences P k ~ 
(k=1,2, ... ) may be enlarged by an operation similar to 
taking the closure, referring, however, not to a topology 
but to the concept of relative density of a set of integers. 
In this sense, corollary 11.2 appears to be an analogon to 
theorem 4 and theorem 8 if we state it in the following 
form: Suppose that ~ e X00 is not µ -well distributed' and 111 
suppose that the sequences pk~ (k=1,2, .•. ) are equi-µ 
uniformly distributed. Then the sequence of integers 
00 (mk)k=1 is not relatively dense (i.e. it is not possible 
to find a positive integer h such that every interval of 
length h contains at least one integer mk). 
The following theorem again sterns from a remark of E. 
Hlawka ([9] last paragraph; the statements "jede Falge" 
and "offene Menge" in the passage referred to are 
erroneous). In the context just mentioned, it establishes 
an analogon to theorem 6 and theorem 9. 
Theorem 12. Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom of 
countability. Thenµ -almost every sequence 
00 
~ E. X is 
00 
almost µ-well distributed. In particular, µ -almost 
00 
every sequence ~ G X 
00 
has the following property: given any 
6 ( 0 < 6 < 1) there exists a subsequence (mk)~=1 of the non-
negative integers of asymptotic density greater than 1 -6 
such that ~ is almost µ -well distributed (mk):= 1 . 
Proof. By theorem 9 we can find a sequence of fa1nilies qj 
of equi- µ -uniformly distributed sequences such that 
µ00 (dj):?: 1 - J (j=1,2, ... ). We note that Pis a µ00 -
measure preserving ergodic transfonnation in X
00 
[5]. 
By the individual ergodic theore1n, there is a subset fj 
·20 
o( X such that 11~ ( '{ j) = 1 and such thaM· for, every ~ e tj 
the sequence of exponents mk for which p ~~- .e dj has 
asymptofic density µ 00{ 'lfj). Taking ?, = C) 7 j we 1 obtain 
µ00 ( f ) = 1 and every ~ ~ f has· the propeilr;1 stated in thE= . 
theorem. 
21 
§. Almost well. weakly well,_ and .. completel:y; uni,for,wl;y 
dis~ributed sequences 
, . . , • I 
Lets as in section 5, X ~ea compact Hausdorff space 
and let µ he a regular normed Borel measure on X. In view 
·· of· theorem 12 we are led to consider the following classes 
of sequences in X and to ask.for the set-theoretic and 
measure-theoretic relationships beti:riieen them: 
Vt. =H: Ee X : f, 
. . 00 
is µ~uniformly distributed}. 
is almost µ~well distri~uted}. Clf.lJP ={i;.~ Xoo: i; 
()CJ'J.P4 = { t; e. X oo: for· eve-r-j\ -0 ( O < 6 < 1) there exists a sub-
sequence (mk)~=1 of the non-negative integers 
of· asymptotic density greater than 1-·o such 
that i; is almost µ-well distribU:t,ed': (mk}~=1}. 
{/lui{)2 ={l; 't;. xoo: there exists a subseque,nce (mk)~=1 of the .. ·,. 
non-negative integers of asymptotic density .. 
1 such that t;, is almost µ-well distributed 
(~K):±1 J. 
m ={i; ~ X , i=,; is . µ-well ,(i'.f'str'ibuted} . 
O~viou.sly we have.ill ';)(}ti'JP'::JCll't.~1 :>ot1JD2 -:,7}.p. Furthermore, 
if the second ~xiom of countability is satisfied, we have 
µ
00 
(Ot.?JD1 ) = 1 by theorem 12 and µ00 (JJ.O) = 0 if µ is. 11?t a 
point measure by ~-[7] corollary 2. 1. In what follows we 
shall _show that, under these hypotheses and in the presence 
of µ-well distrib1,,1ted sequences~ each of the above inclu-
sions is str,ict and µ}flllllJ2 ) == O, 
In this conte.·:t it seems appropriate also to clarify 
the relations,between the properties of~ sequence i;&X 
. . 00 
to be almost µ-well distributed, weakly µ-well distributed 
in the sense of Hlawka [10] and complet_ely µ-uniformly 
distributed in the sense of Korobov [13]~ We shail there-
fore also consider the following classes of sequences in X: 
J'J/JJ"J.D= {i;eX
00
: i; is weakly µ-well distributed, i.e. for every 
f ~ C(X) we have 
22 
--- ...... · · " 1 ·R:-1--·'.·-1 -Cr+1 )N lim lim sup - i.. I - I f (x ) -µ{.f). i - . = 0 } • 
N + 00 R + 00 R r=O N n=rN+1 n 
'ClJt ~ {i;; E. X
00
·~ i; is co~pletely µ-uniformly distributed, i.e . 
. . the se_quence (Pm i;;) :=1 ·is µ00 -uniformly distribut-
ed in X
00
J. 
A~~in., it is well known and easy to see that we have 
?Jl.:> f..Vl and 1Jl:::,~':)m Furthermore, if the second axiom of 
countability is satisfied,· we have µco (t.1/L) = 1 (replacing · 
in the corresponding statement about uniformly distributed'· 
sequences X by X
00 
and ii by µco ) , µ
00 
f/JD1)J))= 1 by [ 1 o] Satz 2 · 
(cf. theorem 16), and f..1/{_ n'iJ{) = ¢ by [7] theorem 2 if µ is 
not a point measure. Thus, µ
00 
-almost every sequence I; E:.X
00 
is at the same time almost µ-well distributed (even in 
the sense ·of Olal01 ), weakly µ-well distributed, and comple-
tely µ~uniformly distributed. We shall show that, in fact, 
t11f.A~ ~-¢if µ is not a point measure, thus establishing 
µ
00
((1(~,) = O, and that, in the presence of µ -well distribut-
ed sequences, all inclusions in the chain Vt, :,1JNlD:::,1JO are 
strict. In particular, we have3!1J1Jff:;,ot1J02 but~~~m, Part 
of the proofs will be carried out by explicitly construct-
ing sequences that are of one type but not of the other. 
Let us note again that, in the definition of weakly· 
µ-well distributed sequences, we can replace l(X) by the 
larger class of functions described at the end of section 
1. In fact, if i;;sX is weakly µ-well distributed and if 
00 
f, f 1 , f 2 are real-valued Borel measurable ftinctions 
(fj ~ C(X), j=1,2) satisfying f 1~f~f2 and µ(f 2-f1 ) ~ ~ , 
then we can choose N(f,t:) so large that for all N~N(f,t:) 
we have 
R-1 
lim sup i I 
·R + 00 r=O 
By (2) we conclude 
1 (r+1)N . IN I r.(x )-µ(f.)I 
n=rN+1 J n · J 
( j=1, 2J. 
.1 R~1 11 (r"t,1.)N lim sup l l f(xn)-µ(f)I ~ 
R ➔ "" R r=O N n=rN+1 
(r+1 )N 
< 2 .1Rt11 L f.(x)-µ(f.)1+~2 t lim sup l 1 J n J R r=O N n=r + j=1 R ➔ "" 
< 
= e:. 
This proves our assertion. 
We now procee_d with the detailed exposition of th~ 
! ·::·:,. 
statements outlined above. The proof _of the following 
theorem is, with some slight modifications, the same a~ 
the proof of theorem 2 in [7]. We shall, however, repro-
duce it here for the convenience of the reader. 
Theorem 1,. Suppose thatµ is not a point measure and 
suppose that-~ =(xn)~=1 e. X()() is completely µ-uniformly 
distributed. Then~ is not almo~t µ~well distributed with 
respect to any subsequence (mk);=1 of the non-nega,tive 
integers of asymptotic density 1. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and let?'lt = . (mk);=1 be a sub-
sequence of the non-negative integers of asymptotic den-
sity 1 such that ~- is almost µ-well distributed (mk)~=1 • 
Sinceµ is not ~oncentrated in one point we .can find an 
open set Ac X such that O<µ (A) < 1. Without loss of general-
ity we may assume that the boundary of A has µ-measure 
• 00 
zero. Let N:f:1- be given and let A00 = TT1 An where A = A for n= n 
1~n~N and A = X for ·•. > N. Then A is open in X and its 
n - "" "" 
boundary has 1 00-measure zero. Furthermore, we have 
0 < µ
00
(A ). <1. Since the sequence (pm~):=1 is by assumption 
µ
00 
-uniformly distributed j_n X
00 
and, since m has asymptotic 
density 1, so i~ the sequence (pmkq~=1 . Therefore, there 
. . . m 
exists. a positive integer k(N) such that P k(N)~ e. A
00
• 
Hence,, for every choi·ce of N~1, we have 
24 
This 3 however, contradicts our assumption that, is almost 
' . 
µ-well distributed (mk)~=1 · 
Corollari 1 ✓ .1. Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom 
of countabil1ty and that'µ is not a point measure. Then 
µoo~2) ~ O O • • 
Proof. Under the mentioned hypothesis, we have µ
00 
(~'ill) = 1._ 
The statement then follows from theorem 13. 
Corollari 1:;>.2. Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom 
. . 
of countability and thatµ is not a point measure. Then 
~ 3101 ':iJOf.3112 • 
Proof. The statement follows from theorem 12 and corollary 
13 .1 0 
. ; 
Theorem 14. Suppose that X contains at least two points··-· 
,·:,· ·. '.-' 
and that there exists a µ-well distributed sequence. Then 
there also exists a sequence , E. X , constructed explicitely 
00 ; . ' 
below, which is not µ-well distributed but almost µ-well 
00 . 00 · 1 • 
distributed (mk)k=1 where (mk)k=1 has asymptotic density 1. 
Consequently we haveOt.;;.o2· jlJD. · 
Proof. Suppose that the sequence n = (yk)~=1 e X00 is µ -well 
distributed and let a e. X belong to the support of µ. We · 
then choose a point b/a in X ind construct a sequence 
. . . 
~-= (x ) 00· 1 6 X by induction as follows: Let x1=b. If n n= 00 . 
x1 , ... ,xh4 (h~1 an integer) have already been defined such 
as'to com4rise ail elements yk with k ~ h4-h(2h-1), then let x (h: < n ,; h 4 +4h3 +6h2 ) be the next 4h3 +6h2 consecutive 
n 4 3 2 · 4 yk's and let Xn=b for h +4h +6h < n~(h+1) . 
Obviously, due to the increasing stretches of b's 
which certainly db not cover the support ofµ, the sequence 
~ is· not µ~well distributed. If we allow m to run through 
all integers satisfying h4 '.;, m < h4+4h3 (h=1,2, ... ), theri 
it is easy to see that this subsequence77r of the positive 
integers has asymptotic density 1. We shall now show that 
the corresponding sequences Pm, (me m.) are equi-µ-unif orm-
ly distributed. 
To this purpose, let f E". C(X) (ff 0) and e: > O be given 
25 
and suppose that · 
. ' : , ,,1 
1 m+N I- r f(y) -µ(f) 
N n=m+1 n 
and for all m=·4 ;2,. ~. It wilr' suffice to show that 
(8) 1 
m+N 
I - I f (xn) - µ (f) 1 ~ £ 
N n=m+1 
for all N£N(f ,£) 
and for all m (..7t!, which are greater than the fourth power 
of some fixed integer H=H(f,£). In fact, we 
. . 4H+1 £ integer H in such a way that , •· 1~2' ·. • < ~ 
choose this 
and 6H2~N(f _,£ ) • 
4 6H +4H+1 4 
For a fixed m G- m; m~H , let uff denote by N' the number of 
elements x (1~n~N) chosen from the sequence n and by m+n · . · 
!.'f(x) the sum over these elements. For all N~N(f,£) 
n 4 4 , 3 2 
we have N1 ~N(f, £) because of h ~ m~ h +4h and 6h -~ 
6tt2 ~ N(f,£). Thus we obtain 
and 
(9) 
Because of our con~truction of l; and of the restriction 
impo9ed on,,m we haye ,. 
4h:+-1 < 
2 6h +4h+1 
.... 
This, id connection with (9), proves (8), 
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In order to establish the inclusion~Jr):,OttJ02 we again 
need a lemma. 
Lemm~ 2. Letm be a subsequence of the non-negative 
integers of asymptotic density 1 and let N be given. 
Then the subsequence~ = { r: rNe.7n} of the non-negative 
integers also has asymptotic density 1. 
Proof. For any integer M~1 we define 
v (m,M) = I 1 
m E. 1Jt 
m<M 
(for other_ sequences, the· 6ounting function v is defined 
· analoguously). Suppos~ lim inf v (as.;~l = 1-2 o ( o > o), 
_ . ! R -+ 00 R ,.., 
contrary to the assertion. We then have 
· for every R?::1 
and therefore 
V Wt J RN) - 1 V <13 1 ~) + N.:1 < 1 ( 1 - 0 ) + ~ = 1 - .§.. 
RN - N ° R N N . N N 
for infinitely many R, in contradiction to our assumption. 
Theorem 15. Suppose that the sequence ~ =(x ) 00 1 s. X is n n= 00 
almost µ-well distributed (mk);=1 and71t=(mk)~=1 has asymp-
totic density 1. Then~ is weakly µ-well distributed. 
Consequently, we havedJH/.D~m~J2 • 
Proof. Let f €. C (X) and e: > 0 be given and let 
1 m+N IN I f(x) -µ(f)!~e: 
n=m+1 n 
for ·a11 N~N(f ,e:) 
and for all me. 11!., Fix any N~N(f ,e:) and let~ ={r ~ 0:!'NE.1/1.} .. 
Furthermore, letR' be the subsequence of the non-negative 
integers, complementary to ;Jr?,. '1.'l1en. we have · .. --
1 (r+1 fN . 
a = I N I f (x ) - µ(f) I :f E: 
N,r n=rN+1 n · 
for all r E-~ 
27 
and aN ~ 211 f I I for all r~O. Since o-? has asymptotic density 
,r 
1 by lemma 2, iR.' has asymptotic density 0. We conclude 
1R-1 1 C 1 ,_ I a = a 
Rr=O N,r R .r~a?. N,r 
r< R 
As a consequence, we have 
1 R-1 lim sup R I qN ~ < 2• 
R + 00 r=O ,, 
and, since~ was arbitrary, 
+ I" ) 
r ;tR,aN,r 
~ 
r<R 
for all R~R. 
0 
for all N:fN(f,c) 
R-1 1 ·(r+1)N lim lim sup i }:
0 
Ii . I f(x )-µ(f)I = O., 
N-+00 R + 00 r= n=rN+1 n 
For the ca~e of a compact group X with normed.Haar 
measure .c, the ~'.:'<.lowing theorem has been proved by Hlawka 
( ~o]satz 2). In order to obtain an even sharper statemen~ 
the proof given there actually makes use of group theo-
retic concepts. We shall therefore give another proof here 
which makes use of ergodic theory and is valid also in the 
more general situation considered in this section (the 
possibility of this approach has also·a1ready been mention-
ed by Hlawka) . 
Theorem 16. ~~ppose that X satisfies the second axiom of 
countability. Then µ -almost all sequences l; <; X are weakly 
00 00 
µ-well distributed. 
Proof. We note that Weyl's criterion holds fqr·weakly µ-well 
distributed sequences just .as well. We therefore choose a 
countable subset F = {fk: k=1,2, ... } c C(X) as described in 
sec ti on 1 and fix a function f =f k ~ F ( f:tO). We: then define 
th~. function FN €. C(X') for l; = (x )°" 1 by 00 n n= 
,. 
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0 ' ' ' 
Since µ -almost all l; ~ X are µ-uniformly _distributed_; 
00 00 
we have lim FN(l;) = 0 fo'.r' µ. -almost all l; ex .. 
00 00 N+oo 
Let the integer j~1 be given. By Egoroff's theorem 
( [4] §21 A) th~re exists a subset l of -X ·· such--that 1 J -~ . 
µ00 (l) > 1- 4 jllfll and such that the functio:1s FN converge 
to zero uniformly on d .. Let N( j) be chosen in such a way 
that FN( i;) ~ ~ for a1i N~N( j) and for all c1; E.?.. We fix 
J J 
an integer N~N(j). By the individual ergodic theorem, 
applied to the measure preserving transformation PN in X, 
00 
for all t in some subset (f, j, N) e. X of µ -measure 1, 
00 00 
we have prNl; e: a_ for all r~O except for a subsequence 
(rh)~=1 of the ~on-negative integers _of asy~pt~tic density 
smaller than Ii-jllfll . For every such l; =(xn)n=1 €.+(f,j,N) 
we obtain· 
R-1 (r+1 )N 
limsup1211 l f(x)-µ(f)I= 
R + 00 R r=O N n=rN+1 n 
R-1 ( rN 1 R-1 < lim sup (l I FN p t;) + r 2llfll) ~ R R ➔ 00 R r=O r=O 
prN l; c 7' .. prN ?, . l; ~ . 
. . J J 
< 1- 211r i I _ 1 
= 2 j + 4 j ilr II - j . 
00 
For every l; € () 1(f,j,N} we therefore have 
N=N(j) 
···• R 1 ·· ( r+'1) N . ; . 1 lim sup 1 I ·1 1 I f ( X ' ) -µ ( f ) I ~ j for all N~N(j) R ➔ 00 R r=O N n~rN+1 n 
,. 
and for every F,e.1,(f) = n n ?(f,j,N) we have 
j=1 N=N(j) 
1 R-1 1 (r+1 )N ·. · lim lim sup R I IN L f(xn)-µ(f)I = O. 
N➔00 R ➔ 00 r=O n=rN+1 
( 10) 
00 
Taking 1- = n 7(fk) We 
·· k=1 .·· · ··•· · 
Weyl's criterion, (10) 
finally haveµ· (1) = 1 and, by 
.00 ' ' 
holds for all f '- C(X) and for all 
' ' 
f, =(X) oo1~ f. 
n n= 
Corollary,16.1..L Suppose that X satisfies the second axiom 
; ! ; 
of countability and thatµ is not a point measure. Then 
;no #7.i!f. Ol o202. 
Proof. The statement follows from .theorem 16 and corollary 
13 .1. 
In view of the inclusions J1Dc1lD:::iota'l02 , theorem 14 furnish-
es an example of a sequence wh.ich is weakly µ.-well distri-
buted but not µ..-well distribut-e-d. Our last two 'theorems 
. f . . . 
will be concerned with constructions of sequences belong-
ing to the ( differences of) classes 1/l \ (Qt.'ll{Ju~oib)and (Jl1)f)\ 
(Clt3701 u~J')J/J respec:t.i vely. 
Lemma.:3,- Let A be closed subset of·x with µ-zero boundary 
and, 9uph that µ(A)=?- ~ O. If, the sequence f. = (xn) ~=1 is 
µ-uniformly (resp. µ-well) distributed in X, then the sub-
.) 
sequence n = f,riA = (yk)k·00_ 1-; consisting of all elements of 1 - · · 1 -
f, lyirtg in A; 'ii -µ-uniformly (resp. -µ-well) distributed 
a . a 
in A; considered as a 0ompact Hausdorff spac~ in the rela-
tive topology. 
:P:roof. Since every·continuo1.1,s complex-valued function on 
A is of the form .fxA Tr', C(X)) by Tietze' s extension theo-
rem, we have to show that 
( 11) 
resp. that 
· 30 
1 m+N 1 . 
lim 1-N I fxA(yk) - -µ(fxA) I= O for all f E-C(X) 
N-+<x> k=m+1 ~ . 
uniformly in m=0,1,2, .•. 
Let f. ~ C(X) be given and suppose· first that l; is 
'. I . ', . f 
µ-uniformly distributed in X. For every giyen integer N~1 
we defih~ ir to' be the s~ailesi inte~er having the property 
NI 
that J xA(xn) =_N. 
n=4 . · · -- ·· 
Thus, we hc:i.'ve -N' ~N and 
N' 
= 1. lirrl 1 1 t X (x ) = 1 • 
a N'➔w N n=1 A n 
From the identity 
1 N . 1 
I N I f x A ( Y k} -; µ( r XA) 1 
k=1 
we then deduce (11). 
' '' .. :·. ) .. ' 
1 I a N 1 1 ,., -~, ; ( ) ( ) I 
= -; T·N' l fxA xn -µ fxA 
. n=,/1-
Suppose next that l; is µ-well distributed. For every·',,•·· 
integer m~O we now 9-ef ine rri' as the smallest integer ha\ti-ng>- ::::~~-
m +1 . . . ... , .... , ., . 
the property that. l · X'A(xn)=m+1,:
1
and N(m) as the srna11e·st··· · 
·. n=1 · . :.•., ,.-m+N(m) .. . . . . .. . . 
integer having the proper_t;y- that .. I · . x A (x ) = N. Thus, .. , 
, · • · -,; , , · , · '· n=m '+1. n 
we have, ~.(m) .f:N. Fu;rthermore., by the_ sam'e reasoning as above,. 
if N is greater th.an ~- fixe.d integer N , ; independent of m, 
' • '•, 0 
then aN(m) is close to 1 and the difference 
1 m+N . . 1 • ' . !. 1 ~N mL :~ . m•' +N(m) . . ·. 
lik•. l:• t½XA(yk)-~µ(fxA)l:= -;;i- & 0 N(~) I·, · fxA(xn)-
=m+1 n=m +1 
is c•iose to o~ uniformly in ·111=0,1,2; ... This ·proves the 
assertion. 
T_heorem 17. Suppose that µ is not a point measure and that 
there exists a µ-uniformly distributed sequence. Then 
',.,, .'... j 
there also exists a sequence t;, E X , constructed explicitely 
co . 
below, which is µ-uniformly distributed but not almost 
µ-well di~tributed and not weakly µ-well distributed. 
Consequently· we have Vt~O-l?JIJ and 7Jl ;13':0 J1/J. 
Proof. Let A be a' closed subset of X with µ-zero boundary 
and such that _o < µ (A)= a <.1 ( our hypothesis on µ implies 
the existence of such a set A). Furthermore, let B be the 
closure of the complement of A. Then also B has µ-zero 
boundary and we have µ(f) = µ(fxA) + µ(fxB) for every 
f e C(X). By lemma 3 there exists a sequence n =(yk):=1 
which is 1µ-uniformly distributed in A and a sequence 
r;=(z1 )~=1 a.which is '12a~-~uni:t;.ormly d_;i,_stributed in B. We 
construct the sequence·r; =(x') 00 1 by induction as follows: n n= 
Let x1=z1 , x2=z2 . If x1 , ... ,x h (h~1) have already been 
. ' 2 ( ) 
2 
chosen such as to comprise certain initial segmBnts of the 
be the sequences n and r;, t_hep. ~et x 
2 
h. +'1, ~ •• ,:x,;
2 
h +
2 
hO(. 
;,, - .. ·' ···•'•-~ · ( 2 ) ( 2 ) [ ] 
next 2 [·ha] conseci~ti ve yk I s and let x h , ... , 
_ 2_( 2 )+2[haJ+1 
x h+1 be the next 2h-2[ ha] consecutive z1 's not. yet 2 ( 2 ) . . 
incorporated into the sequence F; to be constructed. 
We first show that the sequence F; constructeq in this 
way is µ -uniformly distributed in X. Let f E. C(X) and e > O 
be given. For a given integer N~2 we determine the_int~ger 
(h) ,, -'1+1 h in such a way t~at _2 2 =N < 2 l • 2 ) . Furthermore, we define 
N (resp. N) to be the number of yk's (resp. z1 's) ocurring Y z h · h 
among the first 2( 2 ) x 's. Thus, we have N =N +N =2( 2 ) and n yz y _z 
1 N 
N I 
n=1 
,. 
f(x )-µ(f) = 
n. 
l f(yk)-~µ(fxA)]+[:Y -~-1]µ (fx )} + 
y - yz . A 
ff (zl )-1 ~. µ(fxB)]+[:;z ·1 :.-1}(rxBJ }+ 
3?. 
here I and I denote -the sums over the y 's and z 1 ' s, y· z . k 
respectively., occurring am~ng the first Nyz xn's., and the., 
third term di~~c~~~~s for N+N . In view of lim N = 
- - - _yz y N➔co 
= lim N = 00 we obtain., for all sufficiently large N., 
N➔co z 
1 N < N 1 N N I f(x) -µ(f)j = t,c. +1;;-if, -11 llfll + 
n=1 n yz 
+ :z c. .+ I 12a .;~-1 ·1 llf 11· + 4~ II f II . yz 
Evidently, for sufficiently large N., the last term becomes 
smaller than c.. Furthermore., we have 
2 a . +2 . 2 a +2. a + ..• +2 h-1 = ---=-.......;..__,;,...:.,.__,__..._.....;...----=i.,_...;.....;;...;...,.~.;;.__...,.+;;.Jw-
2 . 1 +2 . 2 +2 . 3 + .•• +2 . h --1 
Therefore., 
reasoning., 
we conclude 
N 
N 
lim #- =:= a and, by a similar 
N➔00 yz 
1 . z lm -- = N N➔ 00 yz 
1-a. Thus., we obtain 
1 N I N I f (x ) 
n=1 · n 
- µ (f) I < 4 c. 
for all sufficiently large N. 
We next show that. F, is not alm.ost µ-well distributed. 
In order to do this., for every given :. nt'.eger m~2 we. estimate 
1 m+N 
the difference I N I x A (x )- a I from below for suitably 
n=m+1 n 
chosen integers N. We distinguish follr cases., depending 
on the choice of rn. , 
1) 2(~}~m < 2(~)+[ha].· We choose N=2(~)+2[ha] ~m. Then 
we have N > [ha] and 
33· 
1 . ·m+N . -• ·· I N _ l XA (xn) - a I = 1 - a > 0 • 
n=m+1 
' ~- ' . . . ' 
h [ h h+1) 2) 2(2 )+ hal~m<2(:2)+2[haJ~ We choose N=2( 2 -m. Then 
we have N:>2h-2.[ha] and 
max , •1 · ,. 
-1,;j,;h 2h-2[ha] +j 
[hal 
= 2h-!t1a] 
Therefore 9 we obtain 
1 m+N I N 1 X A ( x~) - a I ~ a -
n=m+1 
a 1-a 
~=a.-> O. 2-a 2-a 
~ -L < a 2-a 
3) 2(~)-2[ha]~m< 2(~)+h+[ha]. We choose N=2(h;1 )-m. 
Then' we have N > li- [ha] and 
m+N 
I 1 r X (x ) - a I = a > 0. 
N n=m+1 A n 
h [ h+1) h+1 4) 2( 2 )+h+ ha]2:m<2( 2 • We choose N=2( 2 )+2[(h+1~-m. 
Then we have N > 2 [(h+1) a] and 
1 miN ( ) 2 2 [(h+1 )a] 
N n=~+1 XA xn - h- [ha] +2 [(.h+1 )aJ 
2a For large h the right member is close to -1 >a. As a +a 
consequence9 for larger h we obtain 
a 1-a 
- --·> 0. 2 °1+a 
. . 1- a a 1-a Choosing nows= min (a.~9 2.1+a) 9 we see that, 
given any positive integer N
0
9 _for every integer m which 
is larger: .than a certain constant M dependi_ng on N
0 
we 
can firi'd an· integer N ~N such that 
m .o in+1t · 
m IJ ,I xA(xn) -al~ s. 
· m n=m+1 
I 
It is therefore not possible to select an infinite. 
increasing sequence of int~gers mk in such a w~y that 
mk . 
the sequence P l; (k=1,2, •.• ) are equi-µ-uniformly distri-
buted. Thus, l; is not almost µ,-well distributed. 
Finally we show that the sequence l; .is not weakly 
µ-well distributed. In fact, we shall prove that, for 
every fixed-±-nteger N~✓-1, 
To this purpose it will ;-uffice to show the following: 
Given any integer h~2, let (xrN+1 , ..• ,x(r+1 )N) (rh_1 <r~rh) 
be those blociks .of N consecutive elements of l; that have 
some overlap with the block of 2 ~aj consecutive eleoepts 
yk and 2h-2 [ha] consecutive elements z1 , but no overlap 
with the following block of 2 [(h+1) a J consecutive elements 
yk and 2(h+1)-2[(h+1)a] consecutive elements z1 in the 
same seq:1ence l;. Then 
lim --1--h➔ 00 rh -r h-< 
'1 lio _,, -r 
h ➔co J. h h'...1 
I' 
t /, 
. \ 1,,..:. 
·· l- I ·.r 
. . .-1 l~ r=nh•. ;i + 1 · 
-1 
,r H-1 ·;,··'.(r+1 )N·-
. - 1 i m ~ Z: .~N·~. }:_ . xA ( xn.) - a I ) . 
R➔-·oo fl; r=O . n=rN+1 ·. -
N •.p h. f-'-'" . t" .. ,_l·, . f .. ·.. · _. .t 1 2 [ha] ow, L 1 1s su -~ lC.Le~•- .LY arge, or approx1m{3. e Y. N. 2 rha] . . ·. · · · · 
(at least - 1~N -- -2)values of T' (rh-'i<r:frh) 'the differ'.~nce dr= 
1 (r+1)N I )- l xA (xn )- a 11.rill have the value 1- a, while for 
Nn~-=rN+1 
.! >; 
35 . 
. t 1 2h-2 [ha]. ( ·t· 1 t 2h-2[ha]: ··-·2) values of approx1ma e y.:::, ·•1-r 7 · ; · ·· a . eas · N-
r (rh_1 <r,~rh)r'cthiS va:lue•will be a and for at most two 
values: .of, r , .. d; .J wiLl_ be different from ex and. 1- a but r . \ . , 
boi:.rr,;t,deda 0,1J.bove -by, 2:'. ·· Thus we obtain 
r :=, lim ~- 2 .. [haJJ1-:cx) ; (2h-2 [ha] )a = 2cx( 1 -a). 
h+oo 
This completes the proof~· 
In the mod 1 case, a less abstract example of a 
sequence enjoying the properties mentioned in theorem 17 
(having also served as a model for the construct~on 
carried out in the proof) is furnished by the sequence (o,o,i,o,~,!,o,i,f,i,o,;, ... ). Sequences of this.typ~ 
have been considered in [14 J in connection with ,the ·re-
arrangement of arbitrary sequences, everywhere de.nse mod 1, 
•-. 
to mod 1 uniformly distributed sequences. 
Theorem 18. Suppose that µ is not a point measure ·and that 
there exJsts a µ-well distributed sequence. Then there;· 
'" ) ) 
also. exi'.)ts an almoR.f. µ-:W.e.11 but not weakl;y µ;:-we],l distrl+. 
• ·-· ·-""-- - •·• '4~ •.• -· : ' . . . 
buted s~querl.c~ w lXOO, constructed explici tely belqw !/· wi t.h 
the fdfiow'ing pro_pe~~·y: 1f71Z~(~}c);=1 :is any ._infinite subi-
sequence of ttre non·.:.negative integers such that w is.· 
•. _ . ' . . ' ~ 1.' . .., 00 ;· . . 
almost µ-well distributed '(mk)k=::1 , then m has asymp,to,tic 
density 0\ 'Consequently we haveot~Ot~ andP2Dl/.D'P rlto20. : 
Proof. As. in' the prdof of theorem 17, let A. be a clo.s~d- . ". 
. . ' • J 
subset of X with µ-zero boundary and such that O< µ(A,_)::;=:a<1, 
and let B be the closure of the complement of A. Let 
~=(xk);=1 be a s~quence which is µ~well distribute~ in X,~ 
let n=(y1 )~_1 be; ¾~+well dist~ibut~d in A and le~
1
t=(zm):~1 
be -1
1 µ-well distributed in B (cf·, lemma 3). We co~st~ubt -
-a 
the sequence w=(un)~=1 by induction as follows: Let u1=x1 . 
If uj, ... ,u114 (h~4) have already been chosen such as to 
, . 
comprip.e certa,iff i.nit.ial .segme.nts of the sequences i:;., · n ,. · 
, ' ~ .,• I• • • 
and l;., ,let uh4 +i:, ... .,,uh:4+6h2+1 be the next 6h
2 +1 ~:ron-f:. 
secutive x_k's., and let uh4+6h2+2 3 ... ,.,u(h+1)4 consist or 
the 2h2 +2 consecutive blocks of 2h elements each (referred) 
to in the following as'yz-blocks'), which in turn consist 
of the next 2 [ha] consecutive y l's and, immediately_ follow-
ing, the next 2h-2 [ha] consecutive z~ 1 s not yet incorpor-
ated into the sequence w to be constructed. 
We shall firstLsh.ow_ that-· the. sequence w is almost 
µ-well distributed (h4 );=1 • To, this purpose., given any 
f E. C(X) and any E > O, we choose N1 such that., uniformly 
in h=1.,2, ..• , 
< 
= E for all NSN. 1 
h+N 
1.1 , ( ) ( )I l f Zm· - µ fxB 
N m=h+1 
< 
E 
Furthermore, we choose·the integer a s~ch that min(2[H~, 
4h jCha} h( [haJ) 2H-2[Ha]) ~ N1 and such that max ( 2 , ha -11,lh 1 _a -11) 
· 6h +1 · . 
~ e: for all h:SH. Let now h~H and_N~N1 be given. We define I , . 
Nx to be the "'.umber of xk s among the elements: uh4+i' .•• , 
uh4+N· Furthermore, conside,. ... ~he yz-block~ completely 
covered by these elements and let' ·N and N. be the number • 
··, . . ·.. . ., .... Y z·, _. . 
or the y1 ' s· and zm;' s contained in all or th~$~ yz-blocks, · 
respectively. We ~et N =N +N and N =N-N -N -N. yz y Z U X y Z 
Then we have·: 
37 · 
+ NTuz {} [·.·~ E f(y1)-~µ(fxAl]+[.:.I' -1]-µ(f).(A)} + 
. yz - y y • ~ yz 
+ N*z {:;J~z lz f(zm)-12. µ(fxB)]+[(1-:!Nyz-+(fxB)}+ 
+ N1 ,[ l ; ( u ) -N ~ ( f ) l 0 
u n u _ 
Here., tb.ELfiJJm_s L , -. I .. ., I _a.re extended over the .. corres-
x y z 
ponding N jN ,N elements xk,y19 z respectively. The X y Z m 2 
second and third member disappear if N < 6h +1+2h; the 
fourth member also may disappear and contains a sum .l 
u 
over N tail elements where N (if positive) is less 
u u 
than the number of elements in the unfinished yz-block. 
Taking absolute values, because of N~N1 and 6h
2
+1~min(2 [ha], 
2h-2 fria]) ~ N1 we obtain 
4 
1 h +N N I N I 
4 
f ( un) - µ ( f ) I fo f s + 
n=h +1 
N { N N +-E ~£+ .. z 
· N ·N I (1-ajN yz yz 
+ · ~h .2llf II ~ 
6h +1 
N N 
-11 llr 11}+ 
~ s + larr'L --1 i II f II + I (T-i)ii ..;1 I II f II +dfll . 
yz yz 
Let the integer i~1 be chosen such that (h+i-1) 4<h4+N ~-
~ (h+i) 4. We then have 
.. 
38 
Nyz= 2h(2p2 +2) + 2(h-·1) (2(h+1 )2 +2)+ ... +2(h+i-1). j 
' .· : . ; ' . ·-· -2·- -- ! - ; . - ·. 2 : 
N ,;,,, 2[ha](2h.+2) + 2[(h+1)a] (2(h+1) +2);:r:: •.. +2[(h+i-1)a] j y 
N r=:=2 (h- [ha]) (2h2 +2 )+2 (11f1-[ (h+1) a]) (2 (h+1.Y2:+2) + ... + 
- ,Z . . ..... :.·. -------·-·.- ... . . . .. 
+2(h+i-1-[(h+i-1)aJ).j 
and therefore 
. By our· choice of 
Ne .. 
I (1-a)N' 
- . yz 
N 
h:i?:H we conclude 1-;,f-- -11 ~ e: and, analog-
yz 
-11 ~ e:. Thus we obtain 
and for all h~H. This proves that w is almost µ-well 
distributed (h4 )~=1 . 
Suppose next that the subsequence71l=(mk)~=1 of the 
non-negative in~~~ers has positive upper asfumptotic 
density. We shall show that the sequences P kw (k=1,2, ... ) 
cannot be equi-µ-uniformly distributed. Consider the set 
of positive integ-ers 1Z ={-n:· h4·-6(h-1) 2~n~h4+6h2 for some 
·•. ' ' .. ' 
h=1., 2, ... }. Since n has·· asymptotic density zero, infinitely 
many mke. 1n must lie outside Qf 7t a.nd the ref ore satisfy 
the inequality 
4 2 4 2 h +6h +1 ~ m -~ (h+1) -6h-~1 
-·-· k (h:i?:1 an integer) 
It follows that the element u +'1 belongs to some yz-
block of length 2h and, sincem~k+4h <(h+1) 4 ., th~ element's 
u + (1~n~4h) cover at least one complete yz~block bt · 
mk n 
length 2h. Since this happens for infinitely many k, by 
the same reasoning as in the proof of theorem 17, the 
39 
m 
sequences P kW (k,;,,1, 2, .•• ) cannot be equi-µ -uniformly' 
distributec:-. 
Final;I:y, s,i.nce the elements xk form a subsequence 
of asymptotic density O in wj by th~ same r~asoning as 
in the pro?f of theorem 17 we find that 
. 1 ·R-1,• 1 (r+1)N lim -R L IN L xA (u )-a I = 2a(1-a). 
R+ 00 r=O · n~rN+1 n 
> for all N=1. ThusJ the sequence w cannot be weakly µ-well 
distributed .. This completes the proof. 
The preceding discussion still leaves some open 
questions concerning the remaining possible inclusions 
between the classes Ol1J11 andOti?:201 on the one hand ?J,nd'lfl.DTJ.0 on 
the other hand. Apart tram these we mention one. particular 
question to which we do not know the answer: Suppose that 
X satisfies the second axiom of countability. Does there 
always exist a µ~well distributed sequence? 
,. 
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